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Touch, feel, and hear the animals on every page of this sturdy board book. Engaging photographs

and appealing textures encourage young readers to explore the exciting world of farm animals.
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The back of the book says it's for ages 3 & up, but my 8-month old absolutely loves this book

already. I like how the pictures aren't cartoonish drawings, but real pictures of animals, and the

sounds are life-like. Yet, the book is still really cute and fun! The textures of each animal are all nice

and different from each other too. The cow has soft black fur that you push to hear it "Mooooooo,"

the lamb has a wooly coat that you push to hear it "Baaaaaa," etc. We also have the "Noisy Trucks"

version of these books and love that one too! These are books that my baby will enjoy for years,

and they're educational as well. I just wish they made more of these types of books.

This book has the following farm animals with textures and their sounds: cow, rooster, pig, lamb,

horse. My one-year-old loves to touch the animals and hear their sounds over and over, the rooster

is particularly hard to push to make the sound so I have to push it for him though. The rest of the

buttons are not as hard to push, but they won't go off with just barely touching them, which is good if

you don't want your kids to drive you crazy all day.



My 11-month-old loves this book! There is so much to do - you can feel and press the buttons - this

is a great book for little ones.

My 18 month old loves this book. He asks us to read it often and is finally starting to be able to push

the buttons to make the animal noises himself. My 3yr old used to be the same way with it. Now

he's not as interested as he once was but still enjoys it if he sees/hears me reading it to my

youngest. The only downside is that the target age group for this book is the same age that likes to

destroy books. We had to buy a second book after my oldest tore it apart but honestly it held up

pretty well all things considered! The wires never came apart and so it never stopped making the

animal noises!

The book is cute but it arrived damaged. The front cover is torn down the seam. I'm not sure if this is

why the price was discounted so deeply but if that is why, we should be made aware the price is a

clearance price due to damage to item. Had I bought for a gift I wouldn't be giving it

This book is pretty cute. It makes 5-6 animal noises and has photos of different farm animals. My 6

month old seems to like it but the "touch and feel" areas are aren't huge and she has a hard time

touching and feeling. The sound buttons are under the textures and are very small so she definitely

can't do those on her own at all. She does enjoy it when I help her though.

This book is enjoyed by my 2 year old nephew. He likes the tactile "touch" options within this book

for both the touch and sound made. I gave this as a Christmas present 2015 and now several

months later he still gets it out when I come over.Its hard to review a child's book other than how

they like it, as well as how its condition has maintained under the child's use. This one has stood up.

Some pages are kind of bashed up but the noises still function.

My 8 month old enjoys this book in her collection. I love that the Touch and Feel parts are really

noticeable so that whenever we turn the page, my daughter sees where to touch. When you push

on that spot, the animal's sound plays too. It features real photos and information of five farm

animals with their babies. At the end, the "sixth sound" is all of the animal noises in a row to see if

the child can guess which one they are hearing.
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